
SAMPLE 10-DAY PLAN FOR WRITING WORKSHOP 
Personal Narrative Writing, 10th Grade 

ASSIGNMENT: Write about an autobiographical incident.  Describe characters, setting, conflict; develop 
multiple plot lines; establish tone through use of diction, sensory details, figurative language and 
literary devices; include smooth transitions and dialogue; establish chronological or spatial order. 

Teachers will be covering setting, conflict, characterization, plot development, figurative language & 
literary devices, tone, and description through the teaching of literature.  These elements will figure into 

the Writing Workshop Plan. 

DAY 1:  Mentor Text: literature discussion/instruction about incident that changed a character’s life (e.g. 
when Junior opens the textbook and sees his mother’s name; when Lily runs away); Idea-generating: 
student writing prompt with teacher conferring; share/discuss examples 

Example: Think about a day, moment, or experience that changed your life for better or worse. 
Describe that day/moment/experience and how it affected you then and now.   

 
DAY 2:  Mentor Text & Idea Generating: literature discussion/instruction about incident that changed a 
person’s life (e.g. when Frederick Douglass fights Mr. Covey; when Steve Brody met Debbie from “How I 
Got Smart”) teacher conferring; share/discuss examples 

Example: Write about when you met someone who changed your life. How did they impact you 
then? Now? What did they do to change your life? OR Write about a time you had a big 
argument with someone.  Describe it.  How did it affect you then?  What do you think about it 
now?   
 

DAY 3: Mentor text/mini-lesson: characterization: What kind of person is this character?  How do we 
know? How does the writer make us feel that way? How can we create characters?  Student practice: 
characterize a person referenced in a previous prompt using the strategies discussed; share (students) 
your best characterization.  
             
DAY 4: Mini-lesson: pronoun-antecedent agreement: Defining pronoun & antecedent; clarifying them in 
text; maintaining number & gender; Student drafting (teacher conferring) – develop one of the conflict 
prompts into a narrative; complete draft    (Students should have a complete first draft by the next 
Writing Workshop day)                                                       
 
DAY 5: Mentor text: establishing tone: What is the tone?  How does the writer create and convey it?  
How can we create/convey it? (connotation/denotation, diction & tone); small-group activity: practice 
finding the words that establish tone independent student activity: teacher provides a generic 
subject(s); write a poem about that subject using words that create a consistent tone (Students would 
benefit from a handout or visual on tone words). 
 
 



 
 
DAY 6: Focused revision of draft (teacher conferring): Add/change words and appropriate descriptive 
details, figurative language, etc . . . to create and maintain a tone appropriate to the topic/purpose of 
the narrative (Students should complete draft 2 by the next Writing Workshop day) 
 
DAY 7: Mini-lesson/Teacher model: plot development, multiple plot lines: Determining major events 
and sequencing in your writing; Student practice/revision: determining major scenes/plot elements of 
his/her narrative and sequencing within the narrative (could be done with sticky notes that students 
could manipulate to see how a different order would create a different effect); Share & Discuss (pair or 
whole group depending on assignment) 
 
DAY 8: Mini-lesson: transitions & sequencing (could use a mentor text that does this well) Teacher 
model: crafting and inserting effective transitions into writing; Whole-class activity: Writing transitions 
to show a certain sequence; Student revision with teacher conferring: finding places in the draft where 
transitions are needed or where they could be better to help organize/sequence the plots  
 
DAY 9: Focused revision (teacher conferring): plot development, sequencing , and transitions:  Rework 
sequencing to achieve appropriate plot development and clarity for topic/purpose; add transitions to 
make connections clear (Students should complete draft 3 by the next Writing Workshop day) 
 
DAY 10: Teacher model of successful peer review; Focused peer and self-review: Students will work in 
pairs with a guided revision assignment.  (Students could read their essay to their partners so they can 
hear it aloud; students should communicate, verbally and in writing, their revisions)   From these 
revisions and discussions, students should prepare to revise draft 3 and turn in a final draft shortly 
thereafter.   
 
 

 

 


